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Katie Rinas, facilities projects technologist.
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A different approach
This industry has long had a love/hate affair
with government energy efficiency rebates
and incentives.
On the one hand, they provide a boost
to business when they are in place. On the
other, they skew business so many customers
consider equipment upgrades only when
the rebates line up. And they draw a whole
bunch of shady so-called contractors with
creative names like “Energy Rebate Home
Heating” and such.
In its Fall Economic Statement, the
federal government is trying a new approach
– tax write-offs aimed at encouraging
building owners to upgrade to low carbon
producing equipment like geothermal,
solar, waste heat recovery, etc. This helps the
government towards its carbon reduction
goals, providing a carrot rather than a
carbon tax stick.
This initiative is aimed at commercial
operations and is part of a significant job
creation strategy, which is a good thing.
It will reduce the cost of the equipment
by about one-third for profitable companies
that pay enough taxes to write it off. It
allows the customer – the building owner
– to depreciate the equipment 100 percent
in the first year rather than depreciating it
over a longer period, typically four years. It’s
a significant write-off.
Is this better than a rebate program? I
suspect it is. By its very nature it limits the

Facebook:
@PlumbingandHVAC

LinkedIn:
Plumbing + HVAC Magazine

types of companies than can be involved.
It is targeting solid companies; companies
that can actually produce jobs. It’s also
complicated enough – we’re not sure how
complicated – to keep out the fly-bynighters.
And I think – I am no tax expert – that a
tax write-off is more attractive for business
than a rebate.
The downsides are the same as a rebate
program. How long is it going to last? The
drawback of rebate programs is that a
government can cancel them at a moment’s
notice, as they have done in the past, leaving
wholesalers with equipment they can’t sell
and contractors with sales contracts they
can’t honour. That makes it difficult to plan.
And will contractors be able to explain
this new tax write-off to their customers,
or must they bring along an accountant on
sales calls? Will a new government cancel
the whole thing?
However, rebates haven’t worked well.
Perhaps tax write-offs are a better way to go.
It’s something the industry has been pushing
for. Depending on how this program works
out, it could be expanded to other sectors,
including residential. Time will tell.
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@Plumbing_HVAC_

Instagram:
plumbing_hvac_
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Refrigeration
apprentices
compete at Skills
Ontario in 2016.

Ont. apprenticeship changes
Industry raises concerns as
government remains silent
By Simon Blake
In November the Ontario government
announced that it was changing the way
apprenticeship works in the province. This
included moving to a one-to-one journeyman
to apprentice ratio across all trades and
winding down the College of Trades,
which was responsible for administering
apprenticeship.
While contractors that spoke to Plumbing
& HVAC at the time largely supported
the move, there were questions about the
timeline, about how the process was going
to work, whether the colleges would be able
to handle the expected influx of apprentices
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and whether the government would provide
additional funding to cover training costs.
Under the new system, apprenticeship will
return entirely under the jurisdiction of the
Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges
and Universities (MTCU), as it was prior
to the College of Trades, created by the
previous Liberal government in 2009 with
its doors officially opening in 2013.
As of early March, little is known about
how the MTCU plans to proceed with the
changeover. Contractors, associations and
unions have had little success in getting
information. Repeated calls and emails
from Plumbing & HVAC have also gone
unanswered. A call to the College of Trades
was referred to MCTU.

Considerable confusion
Since it’s inception, there has been

considerable confusion over the College
of Trades and its role in regulating the
industry. The Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of Canada (HRAI)
recently surveyed members to help create
recommendations to the Ministry on how
it should proceed with the apprenticeship
changes and received a diversity of opinions.
“The answers and the confusion they
demonstrate about the role of the College
versus MTCU or the Ministry of Labour tells
us that our industry had no idea even what
the original concept of the College of Trades
was or what it was supposed to do,” reported
Martin Luymes, HRAI vice president,
government and stakeholder relations. “This
suggests that the College, since its inception,
has not succeeded in communicating its value
and mission to the industries it was designed
to serve.”

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

HRAI’s survey probed contractor views on
the relative importance of key services related
to apprenticeship and trades in the province
– curriculum development, enforcement,
promotion of careers in trades, adapting
trades to meet industry needs, data collection
and research, maintaining a public registry
and managing apprentice intake – and sought
input on who should oversee these services in
the future. Opinions on these matters ranged
widely, but it appears that most believe the
majority of these functions should rest with
government, not industry, said Luymes.
“HRAI’s advice to government will have
to navigate these diverse industry views,”
he added. The recommendations will be
vetted by a task group of members prior to
submission.
Luymes also noted that various meetings
held with the government in the fall indicated
that the implications of decisions relating to
ratios and the College of Trades had not yet
been fully assessed, including the capacity
of existing trades trainers to accommodate
increased numbers of apprentices, nor
the capacity of MTCU to re-absorb the
administrative costs currently borne by the
College of Trades – and funded by industry.
However, these meetings also revealed a
government open to constructive input from
industry stakeholders.

In the dark
In the meantime, the College of Trades is still
operating and is expected to do so until the
transition is complete, which some expect
could take at least until June. “We’ve had
discussions with them as recently as a few
weeks ago about the steam fitter trade and we
had questions, but they didn’t have answers.
It seems like they have also been left in the
dark,” remarked Mike Gordon, national
training specialist for the United Association
of Plumbers and Pipe Fitters Canada (UA).
A major concern is whether the
Conser vative government will fund
additional ‘seats’ at the colleges and union

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

training centers to deal with the expected
influx of apprentices. “The biggest hang-up is
going to be funding from the government.
They can say all they want about the need for
more apprenticeships,” said Gordon.
Each college and union training centre,
with training delivery agent (TDA) status, is
assigned a certain number of apprenticeship
seats per term. The colleges can fill them or
not, while the union training centers must fill
every seat, or they will lose them. They often
fill surplus seats with apprentices from nonunion contractors.

T The biggest
hang-up is going
to be funding from the
government. They can
say all they want about the
need for more
apprenticeships.
There is a strong industry demand for steam
fitters and UA Local 46 (Toronto) has been
trying to ramp up training. “It’s really been a
challenge to be able to get people through
because of the limited seat purchases. It’s
taken about four years and (the government
has) slowly allowed more seats, but it’s not at
the rate where it’s needed… Even if we offer
to pay for the training, the government has
restrictions on how many seats they allow to
go through the system,” remarked Gordon.

Dealing with the influx
Contractors that spoke to P&HVAC have
expressed concern over whether trade colleges
could handle more apprentices.
Mohawk College in Hamilton, Ont. is one of
the largest trade schools in the province,
typically putting about 2,700 apprentices
through each year.

School officials expect they can ramp up
apprenticeship programs as required. “We
are always working closely with the Ministry
and I can’t see that we will have any problem
meeting the needs,” said Wayne Ostermaier,
dean of skilled trades and apprenticeship.
It may mean running a second intake of
apprentices, he added. Currently, first-year
plumbing apprentices, for example, attend
school six hours each day. If there’s an influx
as a result of the ratio changes, the college
would add a second session each day.
Gordon agreed. He notes that many
technician and pre-apprenticeship programs
“could easily morph into apprenticeship
programs if need be… these are essentially
Level 1 of that apprenticeship program.”
But he adds, “I don’t see any issue with
being able to meet the demand because I
don’t think it’s going to be what everybody is
assuming.”

One-to-one not for everyone
UA doesn’t expect the change in ratios will
have much effect with large contractors and
large projects. However, added Gordon, “We
understand that in the smaller mechanical
shops that the (higher ratio) has been
restrictive… The bigger ICI shops couldn’t
meet a one-to-one ratio if they wanted to
because they need that oversight.”
“When the dust settles, I expect a lot of
those will go to, at most, two-to-one and some
are remaining at three-to-one even through
they are legally allowed to go to one-to-one.”
The Ministry and trade colleges are also
working at streamlining the apprenticeship
education process, reported Ostermaier.
“There’s a lot of activity going on with the
management of apprenticeship.”
Employers and apprentices have had to
deal with a number of different government
authorities. Mohawk College is working to
become a “hub” where all of these things
are brought together in one location to help
guide employers and apprentices through the
process.
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Q Industry News
5. IAQ:
Company: CPS Products Inc.
Innovation: IAQ Smartair

6. Plumbing:
Company: Anvil International
Innovation: AnvilPress Copper, copper press
fittings and coupling systems

7. Refrigeration:
Company: Emerson
Innovation: Copeland Scroll FractionalHorsepower, low-temperature compressors

8. Software:
Company: Taco Comfort Solutions
Innovation: Taco Tags featuring eLink

9. Tools and Instruments:

Exhibitors were busy. Cooling tower manufacturer SPX Cooling Technolgies held
20-minute education sessions for contractors at its booth.

U.S. HVAC/R show draws
a crowd of Canadians
By Leah Den Hartogh
The 2019 AHR Expo returned to Atlanta for
the first time in almost 20 years with a total
of 45,078 in attendance with 1,509 from
Canada. A total of 1,824 companies displayed
and demonstrated HVAC/R products. About
a third of those exhibitors came from outside
the U.S. including many from Canada.
The show ran from Jan. 14-16 at the
Georgia World Congress Centre. “The
HVACR industry is in a very exciting position
at the moment and that energy was evident on
the Show floor this year,” said Mark Stevens,
show manager of AHR Expo.
From the thousands of products on display,
innovation award winners were chosen by a
panel of expert judges in 10 categories and
one of those was named Product of the Year.
This year’s top award went to enVerid Systems
for their HVAC Load Reduction (HLR)
module 1000E-M.
This unit is a “smart scrubber” that actively
and automatically manages HVAC cooling
and heating load along with indoor air quality
(IAQ). Rather than continuously replacing
indoor air with outside air to expel indoor-
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generated contaminants and manage IAQ,
the HLR module cleans the indoor air using
reusable sorbents, minimizing the amount of
outdoor air required to maintain IAQ, thus
reducing the load on the HVAC system.
“Being named Product of the Year is an
enormous honor and extremely gratifying to
our entire team,” said Dr. Udi Meirav, founder
and president of enVerid Systems, based in
Boston. “But even more importantly, it is a
recognition of the transformative potential of
HLR technology for the entire industry.”
The ten innovation award winners
included:
1. Building automation:
Company: Automated Logic Corporation
Innovation: Optiflex Virtual Integrator

2. Cooling:
Company: Johnson Controls
Innovation: York YZ Magnetic
Bearing Centrifugal Chiller

3. Green Building:
Company: enVerid Systems
Innovation: HVAC Load Reduction (HLR)
Module 1000E-M

4. Heating:
Company: Regal
Innovation: Genteq Ensite Motor

Company: Dwyer Instruments, Inc.
Innovation: The Wireless Hydronic
Balancing Kit, series 490W

10. Ventilation:
Company: Energy Wall, LLC
Innovation: The Energy Wall Universal ERV
(U-ERV)

As in the past, there were numerous
seminars. Topics included alternative
refrigerants, increasing interest in the HVAC/R
industry, whole-building systems operations,
and building automation control (BAC).
A session titled “Smart home: best
opportunities research” looked at recent
research that pinpoints the best course moving
forward for smart home technology. Another
seminar of interest was “Green cooling: policy
impact on natural refrigerants”. It looked
at how government environmental policy
is driving markets to replace high global
warming potential (GWP) refrigerants.
The event draws people from around
the world. “I’ve attended the AHR Expo
for the past 10 years. As an OEM product
development engineer, I find it’s a convenient
place to meet all of our suppliers in one place.
I’m also able to stay up-to-date on the latest
technological developments and source new
components for my designs. I can meet up
with any customers or potential customers
to discuss the heat pumps we manufacture,”
said Dan Rheault, product development
engineer for Maritime Geothermal Ltd.,
Petitcodiac, N.B.
The next AHR Expo will t ake place Feb.
3-5, 2020 in Orlando, Florida. For more
information, please visit www.ahrexpo.com.
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Industry welcomes energy efficiency tax break
The industry is welcoming a plan by the
federal government to offer tax write-offs
for investment in energy efficient and clean
energy equipment.
Announced in the 2018 Fall Economic
Statement on Nov. 21, the move, designed to
stimulate business investment and create jobs
as well as protect the environment, will allow
for the immediate tax write-off of some types
of clean energy equipment, saving about 30
percent on the cost.
It’s something that the industry has been
encouraging the government to do for at
least five years as an alternative to rebates
and other incentives that have skewed sales
in the industry depending on when they
are available, reported Martin Luymes, vice
president, government and stakeholder
relations, for the Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Institute of Canada (HRAI).

“In fact, HRAI’s pre-budget submission
talks about tax changes and even tax credits for
investing in energy efficient technologies, which
goes further than just an appreciated capital cost
allowance, which is what they’ve done.”
In the past this equipment would have
been depreciated, for tax purposes, typically
over four years. Now it can be depreciated
100 percent upon installation. Of course,
the initiative will only benefit profit-making
companies that pay enough in tax to take
advantage of the write-offs.

Selling jobs
HRAI is working with experts to put together
a presentation on how contractors can use the
new tax benefits to sell jobs. “If a contractor
can’t articulate what the benefit is to a client,
the tax change is meaningless,” said Luymes.
“Contractors selling systems should be able to

explain all the benefits of investing in more
efficient mechanical systems, one of which
will now be an immediate tax benefit which
could amount to a third of the value of the
investment.”
HRAI sought and obtained clarification
from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) on
what equipment would be covered. It wasn’t
clear in the Fall Economic Statement, said
Luymes.
The list includes things like high efficiency
co-generation equipment, solar heating,
geothermal equipment, waste-fueled
thermal energy equipment and heat recovery
equipment.
The challenge now, added Luymes, is to
get the word out to contractors, engineers,
developers and building owners so that they
know about the program and take advantage
of it.

You need
You provid
YYou
provide
ide answers ttoo cust
customer
tomer ch
challenges,
hallllenges andd
for more than 75 years the Little Giant® brand
has provided the dependable, water-guzzling
solutions. When you combine our passion with
yours, together we help prevent unnecessary
damage to their valuables by eliminating
unwanted water collection before it starts.

littlegiant.com
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The ultimate space heating
and DHW comfort packag

Space heating up to 199k BTU/H
Domestic hot water up to 199k BTU/H

Navien NFC
condensing fire tube
combi-boiler
More features, more bene ts, more extras
and more value...all in one package
Now the innovator in high ef ciency condensing tankless
water heaters and re tube boilers puts it all together in
one amazing combi-boiler in 2 sizes: NFC-175 & NFC-200.
ï 5 modes of external domestic recirculation control built-in
(Always on, Intelligent, Scheduling, HotButton, Aquastat)
ï TDR 11:1 for domestic hot water
ï Approved venting: 2" up to 60' or 3" up to 150' PVC/CPVC/PP/SS
ï Heating and DHW up to 199k BTU/H
ï AFUE 95.0% Energy Star Most Ef cient for 2019

Patented stainless steel
re tube heat exchanger
is in-house designed
and manufactured using
automated laser welders to
achieve premium quality.
It is ASME certi ed.
New advanced
performance built-in
DHW module
with integrated boiler pump
and stainless steel at plate
heat exchanger. One of
the highest industry ow
rates of 5.4 GPM @ 67 F
temperature rise.

Plus the NFC combi-boiler package comes with 16 extras
including a primary manifold kit, heating isolation valve kit and
NaviCleanô magnetic ltration system.
To learn more visit navieninc.com
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DISTRICT ENERGY

SYSTEMS

Ontario and Manitoba projects
show what can be achieved
By Bruce Nagy

C

reating a brand-new district energy
system would theoretically allow
HVAC professionals to achieve an ideal
outcome. The reality is that usually
district energy is proposed for a built-up area
with existing infrastructure and challenging
older buildings. It can be an achievement to
just come close to energy efficiency goals.
Two recent district energy projects show what
can be achieved.

A university application

The Energy Centre is the highly visible mechanical room that serves as a living
lab, says Sheridan College's Katie Rinas.
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University campuses have long been an
obvious location for district heating and
cooling. Today, as some of the old steam
heating networks move towards the end of
their useful lives, many are being replaced
with hot water systems. Hot water is less
demanding, usually saves energy, and
matches up with new and renovated buildings
that have more efficient envelopes.
At its Brampton, Ont. site, Sheridan College
has switched to hot water, combined heat and
power (CHP) boilers, better windows and
insulation wherever possible, hydronic radiant
floor heating in the newest buildings, chilled
beams for cooling in some classrooms and
labs, and state of the art piping between the
school’s new energy centre and conditioned
spaces.
The college recently undertook building

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The new Skilled Trades
Centre is a state-of-the-art
training facility.

and district system upgrades, added a
new Skilled Trades Centre, and a highly
visible above-ground Energy Centre
(rather than a mechanical room buried
in the basement). “It’s a living lab,” said
Katie Rinas, Sheridan’s facilities projects
technologist. “And it’s a great example of
some of the new systems that students are
dreaming about working with in their
careers.”
The equipment in the Energy Centre
can be seen through glass on several
angles by students and visitors. Walt
Disney would love it. Mechanical ducts,
plumbing, electrical conduit and IT
cabling are also left exposed.

I think that exercise
was reflected in
the bids when we went
to tender. We had a
breakthrough on
our cost benchmarks.
The hot water system serves four
buildings now with a few more to be
added in future, bringing the total to about
one million square feet. “By going to a
lower temperature system, we have
flexibility to pursue a path to lower

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

carbon fuel sources in the future,” added Rinas.
“I think modern insulated pipe helps us
meet energy and reliability goals,” reported
Herbert Sinnock, Sheridan College manager
of sustainable energy. “It’s got a steel inner
pipe, several inches of closed cell foam, a
diffusion barrier, and then a high density
(HDPE) rigid jacket. It also comes with
integral leak detection that is continuously
monitored. You get an alarm for leaks and you
can pinpoint them without having to dig…

Combined heat and power boilers save
about 30 percent on energy costs.

Please see ‘optimized’ on page 15
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Nobody
likes cold
surprises!

Endless hot water. Your customers demand it.
The NEW Vitotrans 300 provides it!
VITOTRANS 300
Commercial high-output DHW heating station
Designed for commercial applications requiring large volumes
of domestic hot water, such as resorts and hotels, hospitals, or
industrial facilities.

Powerful. Cost Effective. No Downtime.
Works seamlessly with any new or existing hydronic
heat source to provide a reliable and consistent supply
of endless hot water at ﬂow rates of up to 180 GPM.
Eliminates the need for dedicated DHW heating boilers,
batteries of direct or indirect-ﬁred DHW tanks, or cascades
of tankless water heaters for maximum cost savings.
Multi-heat exchanger design provides built-in redundancy
and eliminates costly downtime during service and
maintenance.

Visit us at MCEE
Montreal, April 24-25 • Booth #127
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The chiller system is
also part of the learning
experience in the
Energy Centre.

System optimized for occupied areas
Continued from page 13

The connections are welded. The pipes in the
ground could have a useful life of 75 years.”
The school has some renewables and will
add more, plus energy storage. The new
building is 130,000 square feet and includes
22 flexible classrooms, labs and workshops for
plumbing, mechanical, machining, electrical,
millwright, and welding. There’s a learning
commons and a three-storey atrium.

Lessons on buying
The project was also a ‘dream-big’ experience
for Sinnock. “I wanted to understand why pipes
and CHP are three to six times more expensive
here than in Europe… We did some market
intelligence on the cost of pipe in Germany,
then added shipping, and
had a conversation with
suppliers. I think that
exercise was reflected in
the bids when we went
to tender. We had a
breakthrough on our cost
benchmarks.”
The CHP system
saves about 30 percent
on energy for heating,
cooling, domestic hot
Students learn machining techniques on the latest
water, and generating
equipment in this metal lab.
electricity. “It provides
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some independence from utilities, sets us up
for more renewables and makes electricity
generation more efficient,” noted Rinas.
The system significantly reduces electricity
transmission losses.
In the newer buildings, ventilation includes
energy reclaim devices. System energy
performance is 100 kilowatt hours per square
meter per year (32.2 kBtu/ft2/yr), which
exceeds the LEED Gold standard.
With in-floor radiant, the philosophy is
to heat or cool only the occupied area and
maintain a lower overall indoor temperature.
“Fan energy has been reduced using chilled
beams with cooling control at the zone level.
There’s very little air movement,” explained
Sinnock. Dew point sensors are located
throughout the complex.
A total of 20,086 meters (65,900 ft) of 5/8”
REHAU oxygen barrier PEX tubing was used
for the in-floor radiant inside the building,
and also outdoors for snowmelt under
perimeter sidewalks and a receiving dock.
Installers from The Aquila Group,
Toronto, were faced with a tight timeframe,
but 3D modeling was used to prevent
unexpected interferences and plan everything
very precisely. A small on-site pipe prefab
shop was also set up to improve production
efficiency. Time was saved by using Victaulic
installation-ready couplings, valves, fittings,
and Koil-Kits packages. 
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The geothermal retrofit
at the TransCanada Arena
in Ritchot, Man. saves
60 percent on energy,
reduces maintenance and
increases comfort for
spectators.

A small-town

SOLUTION

District energy system
provides the key to
future growth
By Bruce Nagy

R

oger Perron had a dream for his
hometown of Ritchot, a bedroom
community 15 kilometers southeast
of Winnipeg. The p opulation w as g rowing
and, as economic development officer, he
wanted to keep it that way. Development
outside of large cities is uneven in Manitoba.
Small towns are disappearing. He wanted
to add an event centre, a daycare and an
ambulance garage. Six old gas furnaces in the
fire hall and arena were on their last legs.
In his mind Perron created the Île-desChênes District Geothermal Energy
Project. That was the easy part. Now all
he had to do was make it real.

The under-rink tubing is tied in to the geothermal system.
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He knew how to corral governments, write
grants, persuade corporations and identify
talent. He organized funding and brought
in the ‘king of geothermal projects,’ Brent
Laufer of Hydron-Aire Ltd, Winnipeg. “He’s
our tech guru,” says Perron. “He designed all
the systems, taught everyone how to use them
and how to service the equipment. It went
smoothly.”

Overcoming obstacles
Well, not that smoothly. There were some
hiccups, Laufer reported. The drill team hit
something hard 60 feet deep and the plan
for 400-foot geothermal wells became 60foot wells, 504 of them. That was only one of
the obstacles. A more formidable and literal
obstacle was about 20 feet below the surface
on the way to the fire hall: three 36-inch highpressure TransCanada gas mains.
“There are rules about crossing a pipeline,”
said Laufer. “We had to go under it, not over it.
We had to be supervised and open everything
up so that the work could be monitored as we
went along. If you nick one of those mains it
could take out three city blocks.”
In the end the pipeline was untouched
and there were no explosions. They built
a community centre containing a 500-seat
banquet hall, a daycare with radiant heated
floor, offices for medical and government
services, a new ambulance garage, and
Please see ‘Dramatic’ on page 19
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Dramatic energy savings achieved
Continued from page 17

upgraded the HVAC systems in the fire
hall and arena. The arena now has heated
viewing areas, bleachers, referee benches,
and penalty box.

One big loop

Laying the district energy piping under a
gas main was just one of the challenges.

The system is designed as one big loop, with
WaterFurnace ground source heat pumps used
throughout. They make ice for the arena, with
the rejected heat going into the loop. The arena
also uses a rechargeable electric Zamboni and
an indoor pit to melt the rink surface shavings.
This eliminates opening and closing of large
doors and messy floors. It saves energy and
water, and it supports humidity control.
“The ice-making heat rejection moves your
'COP' (coefficient of performance) from about
3.0 up to 4.5,” said Laufer.

The project achieved Leadership in
Energy Efficient Design (LEED) Silver
status, saved 60 percent on energy, reduced
emissions and also HVAC maintenance
costs.
“We wanted Ritchot to stand out a bit as
a community. It worked,” says Perron. “It has
generated more development, condos, new
businesses and has helped spread out our tax
base…You’ve gotta have a dream.” 

Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.

Canada’s first

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION OF
DOMESTIC HOT WATER AND HEATING

C O M B I N A T I O N
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COMMERCIAL DHW, PART II

Low carbon
hot water

solutions
New equipment,
careful design
and installation
can go a long way
By Roy Collver
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In the quest to make our buildings
environmentally friendly, commercial
domestic hot water (DHW) generation has
some promising innovations and gear we
can add to our toolboxes. Some technology
is new, but many of the best ideas have been
with us for years and just need to be applied
more often.
Demand side management of DHW is
currently providing a rapid reduction in
energy required short-term, with low flow
fixtures and appliances already making a
big dent in per capita DHW use. The next
steps require development and utilization of
reliable, more efficient but affordable DHW
generation appliances and less wasteful DHW
distribution systems. These are exciting times
to be in the industry and there will be many
new opportunities for those contractors,
suppliers and designers who tackle the
challenges head-on and keep up with the
latest technologies as they are introduced.
I will continue to highlight promising
developments as they become available to the
market.
Given the dire news we see from climate
scientists on a daily basis, we need to get
busy. In product development, marketing,
writing and lecturing over the last 25 years,
I have encouraged the industry to approach

every job with energy efficiency as a top
priority, initially for conservation reasons,
but with more urgency now, encouraging decarbonization of our spaces and processes.
Building owners, facilities managers and
planners need to include energy efficiency
and carbon reduction measures whenever
they are contemplating a new build or a
retrofit; we can’t continue with business as
usual. If we don’t change our ways voluntarily,
I believe we will be forced into it by the rapid
onset of climate mayhem. Politicians must
take the risk to the planet as a given and
start getting serious about providing secure
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This boiler plant upgrade at Springwood
Elementary School in Parksville,
B.C. included space heating and
DHW. Pictured are associate project
manager Darcy Pederson of Rocky Point
Engineering Ltd., Nanaimo, B.C., right,
with School District 69’s general
manager of operations Chris Dempster.
Archie Johnstone Plumbing and Heating
of Nanaimo was the mechanical
contractor.

as solar thermal systems have to compete for
roof space with PV. There are still a few viable
sweet spot applications for solar thermal, but
it looks as if it is destined to be a niche product
for now. I expect renewed interest in the
near future, as architects and engineers look
to make their buildings carbon neutral and
tweak their designs for extra LEED points.

funding models for new product research
and development, as well as stable incentive
programs that the industry can depend on
for long-term planning, training, staffing and
investment. Our industry can play a key role
to help turn things around.

Solar DHW a tough sell
I have always been a big fan of solar thermal
applications for making DHW – the
technology is mature, robust and simple.
This carbon free method of generating DHW
seemed destined to gain altitude about
15 years ago as renewed interest in these
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systems encouraged Viessmann, Caleffi,
and other competent players to provide
complete package solutions here in
Canada. These companies made a
significant investment in developing the
market by supplying high quality hardware
and engineering support to make it easy for
the contractor to put together winning
systems.
Alas, claw-back and elimination of many
rebate programs stretched the payback periods into the far future, killing
many promising projects. The recent
nose-dive in the price of photovoltaic
(PV) electricity generation systems has
added to the problem

Given the current
lack of practical
carbon neutral ways to make
high demand volumes of
DHW, it looks like we are
going to be burning fossil
fuels for many
years to come…
The quest for eco-friendly DHW generation
has triggered interest in dedicated air to water
DHW heat pumps, but during our northern
climate heating seasons, the advantages for
Please see ‘Condensing’ on page 23
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There are five condensing
boilers. A heat exchanger is
connected to one them with
a dedicated DHW-to-boiler
pump for DHW “opt-out”
operation.

from cooling compressors, greywater, and the
aforementioned server rooms.

Condensing solutions

Condensing equipment can
offer significant gains
Continued from page 21

A high/low thermostatic mixing valve
tempers hot water as required.
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indoor units drop off because they cool the
interior space to make DHW.
Look for applications where indoor spaces
need cooling in the winter (compressor rooms,
server rooms and the like) and you might
have a case for using these tank-type DHW
heaters. Stay tuned though – I am seeing some
promising stuff coming at us from the air-towater heat pump manufacturers.
Geothermal (or geo-exchange) systems
are being used increasingly to pre-heat
DHW from the superheat, but not every
location favors drilling multiple holes in the
ground and retrofit situations that can utilize
geothermal can be hard to find.
In this brave new world going forward, you
should always be on the lookout for waste
heat or other low-grade heat sources in a
building. Instead of tossing this heat out of the
building envelope, some of it might be used to
heat or pre-heat DHW, such as heat recovery

Given the current lack of practical carbon
neutral ways to make high demand volumes of
DHW, it looks like we are going to be burning
fossil fuels for many years to come and it will be
up to the industry to do so in the most efficient
way possible. Until we can build up a hydrogen
infrastructure, natural gas is going to give us
the most DHW for the least carbon penalty
when it comes to combustion appliances.
Condensing gas equipment has come of
age in the nick of time. High efficiency gas
appliances can help give us time to develop
the necessary technology and infrastructure
to bridge the gap between now and a carbon
neutral future.
Fuel oil is not a great choice for reducing
carbon emissions but, in many areas, there is
no other practical choice. More efficient oil
burning appliances and burner technology
can reduce emissions short-term, and those
of us who are lucky enough to have access to
cleaner energy will have to pick up the slack.
The day is coming when renewable energy will
be a viable alternative to “dirty” combustion
appliances (oil, wood, coal) in remote areas.
In existing buildings, larger commercial
hydronic systems allow high efficiency boiler
room retrofits to include the addition of heat
exchangers that generate DHW to a central
distribution system. When using condensing
boilers, existing DHW heat exchangers may
need to be replaced with units designed to
operate at lower supply water temperatures to
maximize efficiency of the boilers.
If the stars align, there are some larger
buildings where the DHW system (and
Please see ‘Minimizing’ on page 25
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Minimizing energy loss from piping

The boilers heat the 125-gallon PVI
tank through this double-walled heat
exchanger.

Continued from page 23

possibly the heating system as well) can be decentralized using regional mechanical rooms to
greatly reduce distribution losses and provide
redundancy. The compact nature of modern
high efficiency boilers and their flexible venting
options make this a viable option.

Tighten up the piping
Energy losses from existing distribution and
recirculation piping can be “tightened up” by
adding insulation to piping, eliminating leaks,
and using better components and control
strategies. Examples include variable speed
pumping, DHW temperature reduction and
occupied / unoccupied scheduling.
Be aware of both legionella and scald
prevention concerns in DHW recirculation
systems. If the water is too hot, methods need
to be provided to prevent scalding at the point
of use. If the DHW is not hot enough, the
piping system can become host to dangerous
bacterial growth. The science on this can be
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complex, so you really need to hire some
expertise when it comes to designing or even
servicing / adjusting these systems.
A careful assessment of DHW consumption,
especially after a major retrofit with low
flow fixtures, might surprise everyone. The
numbers may point to a complete redesign
of the system, abandoning recirculation and
large distribution piping in favor of point-ofuse electric heaters throughout the building.
Be alert for this possibility, I think it could
become a common retrofit.
As mentioned in my previous article, ondemand DHW is developing at a rapid pace
and modular installations can serve some
very large commercial loads. The design and
manufacture of this type of heater is in the
process of being refined and fine-tuned for
greater reliability, efficiency and economy.
Expect to see some higher capacity heavyduty commercial on-demand heaters in the
market in the not too distant future as this
technology comes of age.
Most of the new “gee whizz” technology
we need to develop will require extra training
and upgrading for the trades and designers. If
you are in the HVAC industry and do not “do”
refrigeration or electrical troubleshooting
and repair, you are going to find your options
very limited going forward. Trade schools are
continually upgrading their programs, but
finishing your apprenticeship is just going to
be the start of your education. Buying new
tools and diagnostic equipment, learning how
to use the stuff and maintaining it is going to
be an ongoing process as long as you are active
in the trade. Everyone is going to have to step
up. Looking only at simple payback formulae
are not going to get us to where we need to be.
Future generations will either thank us for our
effort or condemn us for the lack thereof. 
Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Upgraded unit heater

Plate and frame

Modine has announced the latest addition
to their gas-fired power vented unit heater
line, the Model BTP. This model offers
the same functionality as the PTP unit
but is upgraded with factory installed
blower assemblies to allow the addition of
ductwork. The heater is available in seven
sizes from 150,000 to 400,000 Btu’s. It comes
standard with a 409 stainless steel primary
heat exchanger.
Modine www.modinehvac.com.

Taco Comfort Solutions’
introduces the PF series plate and frame
heat exchangers which
are ASME designed
and constructed.
Computerized product selection simplifies
the process of choosing
the correct heat exchanger for
the required application. Models are available
in both 150 and 300 psi with flow rates from
50 to 7,000 GPM. Connection sizes from one
to 20 inches are available. An aluminum or
optional 304 stainless steel OSHA shroud is
also offered.
Taco www.TacoComfort.com

Solar air collector
Premium heat pump
Award winning thermostat
Venstar’s Explorer Mini programmable Wi-Fi
thermostat has been named the “Energy
Efficient Product of the Year” by the U.S.-based
Consumer Technology Association (CTA). It
has also received a Tech Home 2019 Mark of
Excellence Award from the CTA. Winners
were announced at CES 2019 in Las Vegas.
Features of the Explorer Mini thermostat
include remote control with Skyport Cloud
services, compatibility with a mobile app, and
Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.
Venstar: www.venstar.com

Managing
warranty costs
By Ron Coleman
Warranty costs are included in your estimate
but are rarely included in your actual costs
in a timely manner. Usually the actual costs
are incurred long after the job has been
completed. Thus, your estimated costs can’t
reconcile to your actual costs in your profit
and loss statement.
You need to have a method of tracking
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Johnson Controls has released the newest
addition to its premium line of residential
systems – the York Affinity Series YZT two-stage
heat pump. The energy star rated heat pump can
save homeowners up to 47 per cent on energy
use. The 19 SEER heat pump is compatible
with Amazon Alexa, and is Wi-Fi enabled. It is
available with QuietDrive – which incorporates
a sound-reducing swept-wing fan blade – and
ClimaTrak – which includes system-matched
humidifiers, germ-killing UVC lights and highefficiency MERV 16-rated filtration.
York www.york.com

your actual warranty expenses compared
to your budget to determine whether or not
your allowance is realistic.
When you close the job, book the warranty
cost by debiting the job cost and crediting
warranty provision in the balance sheet.
When you incur warranty expense, debit the
warranty provision account in the balance
sheet, instead of job costs.
You can monitor that account to see how
realistic your provision is. If you build up too
high a reserve, then take some to profit. If too
low, then look at your operations to lower
warranty expense or increase your provision.

Superior Radiant
Pro duc ts (SRP)
announced its all
ne w SRP S olar
Air Collector by
Lubi at the 2019
AHR Expo. The
system heats the
building’s ventilation air to minimize energy
consumption, heating costs and carbon dioxide emissions. This technology brings a
renewable energy source option to the SRP
product line, remarked Kevin Merritt, president of SRP.
Superior Radiant Products 
www.superiorradiant.com

CORRECTION
This photo of a
Noritz tankless
water heater
installation was
inadvertently
placed upside down
in our January/
February issue. We
apologize for any
confusion caused
by our error.
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In search of

BLACKOUT PROOF

HEATING
Ont. company to launch
gas-fired technology
that produces its own
electricity
By Simon Blake

28
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engthy power outages in various
regions of the country in recent
years have driven home the fact that
virtually every heating appliance requires
electricity to operate. Even where
adequate gas pressure can be maintained,
if blower motors, pumps and controls don’t
have power, the appliance shuts down.
One small Richmond Hill, Ont.
manufacturer has developed a natural gas
(or propane) fueled space heating system
that generates enough electricity to run
itself. Two mechanical engineers, Patrick
Lai and Michael Chatzigrigoriou, started
iGEN Technologies in 2012. By combining
aspects of refrigeration, hydronic heating
and forced air, they have developed an
appliance that generates its own electricity
and can replace either a forced air furnace
or a heating boiler. They have begun pilot
installations of their i2 wall-mounted
heating system, and will launch a larger
pilot project in the fall.
“When we had that ice storm in 2013
where
some
homes
experienced
anywhere from one day to one-week
power outage, we knew we were on to
something. Here, you have an appliance
that can replace your existing

Engineer Patrick Lai explains the
operation of the iGEN i2 heating system.
furnace or boiler to heat your house, but in
addition to that it generates electricity. And it
generates enough to run the appliance itself
but also, when coupled with a battery, it gives
you blackout proof operation,” said Lai during
a recent P&HVAC visit to the company’s plant.

Keeping it simple
The key to the new heating unit is a technology
called the refrigerant vapour expansion cycle
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Electrical output is closely monitored in this lab installation.

(VEC), sometimes also referred to as the
organic Rankin cycle (ORC). “We wanted
something that would be cost effective, but also
serviceable by the existing HVAC contractor
base,” said Lai, chief technology officer for
iGEN. “So, we avoided things like the internal
combustion engine, or fuel cells, or Sterling
engines, etc., because all that is relatively
exotic and typically not present in Canadian
homes. With the vapour expansion cycle, the
nice thing is that it is the complete opposite of
an air conditioner, so when you picture how
an air conditioner works internally, where
you put power into the compressor, you get a
cooling effect. We’re doing the opposite with
our system. We’re putting high temperature
heat into a refrigerant loop and from there
you get high pressure vapour that turns the
expander – a compressor operating in reverse
– and from that you generate electricity. Our
concept is simple to understand, and we try
to use existing off-the-shelf parts wherever
possible,” added Lai.
The obvious comparison is to a heat pump,
but it’s not the same. The iGEN heating system
is made up of two parts – a VEC module and
an air handler.
The VEC module contains a refrigerant
working fluid inside a closed piping loop with
four main components:
• An evaporator changes the refrigerant from
liquid to vapour
• An “expander” produces electricity by
decreasing the refrigerant pressure
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• A condenser changes the
refrigerant from vapour to
liquid
• A pump increases the
refrigerant pressure
The VEC module generates
enough electricity to run the pump, the air
handler and controls.
Natural gas burners in the VEC heat
a primary water loop that transfers heat
indirectly to the evaporator. The heat
vaporizes the refrigerant. After the energy
is extracted from the vapour, the refrigerant

We avoided things
like the internal
combustion engine, or fuel
cells, or Sterling engines, etc.,
because all that is
relatively exotic.
turns back into a low-pressure liquid. It is
pressurized by the pump, which restarts the
cycle. “The heat that comes off that refrigerant
cycle is what is used to heat your home,” said
Lai. Heat from the condenser is transferred
through a hydronic water loop to the air
handler and then through ducts to the home.
Obviously, when the unit is not operating

The system is designed around the
vapour expansion cycle (VEC).
it is not generating electricity. How does it
start? When it receives a call for heat from the
thermostat, a standard lithium-ion storage
battery, about the size of a car battery, starts
the i2 appliance. Once running, VEC module
charges the battery. “That coupled with some
smart electronics is what allows the unit to
operate independently of the grid,” said Lai.
In the summer, or when no heat is required,
a transfer switch automatically switches the
air handler back to grid operation for cooling
or ventilation.

Long R&D period
At the time of Plumbing and HVAC’s visit,
iGEN was close to finalizing the i2 appliance
for the market and working through 15
generations of prototypes. The first prototype
was developed in Chatzigrigoriou’s garage.
The company worked with the University of
Toronto on some of the earlier development.
In 2018, the company “jump-started” the
commercialization of its product by acquiring
Please see ‘Straightforward on page 31
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Straightforward
installation a key target
Continued from page 29

the assets and technology of a United
Kingdom (UK) - based company that already
had a VEC heating unit on the market. “They
had similar technology to what we were
developing, but they were much further ahead
on the development curve than we were,”
said Lai. “We seized the opportunity and
integrated this technology into our product
for the North American market.”
This moved iGEN’s R&D forward to the
point where now its unit is going through
long-term testing and the certification
process to allow it to be sold in North
America. It is already field approved for use in
Ontario. The company has completed several
demonstration installations.
“We’re at the point where we are starting
early adopter sales,” said Lai. A number of
pilot installations are planned for the fall. The
unit will ship with the primary water loop and
refrigerant loop pre-charged. Field installed
connections include combustion venting, gas
and hydronic piping, ductwork, power cables
and thermostat wiring.

coil would sit in the existing ductwork, but
we don’t do the air conditioning. We don’t
try to power the air conditioner from our
unit either because it makes no sense.”
Like any appliance, the iGEN unit has
to meet a certain price point to be viable
in the market. Increasing the electrical
output to be able to power an entire house
would substantially increase the cost and
complexity, said Lai.
Initially sales will be through prequalif ied contractors. One target
market is premium cottages. They need

This forced air installation is similar to
that of a combi heating system.
“uninterruptable heat” to avoid frozen pipes
in the case of a winter power outage.
The other market is what Lai calls the
“urban Tesla buyer” – a city homeowner that
is comfortable with leading edge technology.
“They want to try the latest gadgets; the latest
technology…it’s for peace of mind and they
want to reduce their dependence on the
electric grid.”

Different applications
There are basically two configurations for
the iGEN equipment. One is designed for
hydronic radiant loop heating, replacing
the boiler. The second is like a hydronic
combi unit, except the wall-mounted iGEN
unit replaces the water heater and operates
through a hydronic air handler, for homes
equipped with forced air heating. “It’s still
heating only, there’s no domestic hot water –
that’s maybe down the road,” said Lai.
In a forced air system, the unit works fine
with the traditional split system with the
A-coil in the plenum. “The air conditioning
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In the long-term

Inside the box, off-the-shelf components
help keep things straightforward for the
heating technician.

Like any product, refinements will be
continuous. If the company finds that people
are demanding more power generation and
are willing to upsize the battery, then the
company will look at backing up other critical
home appliances such as gas-fired water
heaters, computer equipment, etc. “We want
to see what the uptake is with our initial i2
appliance and then we’ll go from there,” said
Lai.
For more information, please visit www.
igentechnologies.ca. 
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AMMONIA SYSTEM SAFETY, PART II
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By Greg Scrive

I

n the last issue, we discussed some basic
safety information about ammonia as a
refrigerant. We are going to continue the
conversation here by focussing on some
elements of a proper safety and maintenance
program.
Depending on the province, there
are different requirements about what
documentation and exact type of safety
program you are legally required to have.
Regardless of the legal requirements, there
are several safety program components that
owners of ammonia refrigeration plants
should want to have; the first is a good clear
emergency response plan.

Developing a plan

Firefighters train to respond to an ammonia leak. Practicing for an incident
before it occurs is a critical part of being prepared. (Photo courtesy of the Ammonia
Safety Training Institute)
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There is always a possibility that a leak will
occur and there is also always a remote
possibility the leak is large and catastrophic.
The exposure potential may be decreased
by using lower charge systems, but it is not
eliminated, and a game plan for how you
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are going to deal with these situations is
paramount.
There are organizations like the Ammonia
Safety Training Institute (ASTI) that have
developed methods for emergency planning,
or you can create your own. In Canada,
if your system has more than 4,500 kg of

This training and
practice is often
ignored, overlooked or,
when it is done,
underwhelming.
ammonia, you are required to register the
system with Environment Canada and have
what they call an E2 plan, which is a version
of an emergency response/preparedness plan.
At the end of the day you want your plan to
clearly provide your organization with a plan
that describes how you are going to address
the following:
• Prevention
• Preparedness
• Response
• Recovery
We are going to skip discussing prevention
for now and address it on its own in a future
article.

Being prepared
Without adequate preparedness, it is
impossible to have an organized emergency
response. Preparedness includes an
understanding of what risks are present at
your facility (usually this means doing a risk
assessment) and what controls you are going
to use to mitigate the risk potential or lower
the magnitude of the event, the potential
onsite and offsite consequences, the exact
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personnel who have a distinct role to play in
the response.
Most importantly, being prepared means
developing drills and internal training
to make sure everyone understands the
emergency response plan. This training and
practice is often ignored, overlooked or, when
it is done, underwhelming. Without practice,
however, the emergency response plan will be
useless in a real event.
In a practice I copied from a friend of mine,
it is now my habit to ask random workers in
a facility what they would do if they smelled
ammonia. The results of these interactions are
not encouraging.
D oing a r isk ass essment me ans
understanding what potential failure modes
exist, thinking about the consequences of
those failures, deciding what controls are
present to prevent or minimize the failure and
finally what response is required if the failure
occurred.
There are several risk assessment methods
available, each with their own advantages and
disadvantages; a complete discussion of these
methods here is not possible. Which ever way
the risk assessment is done, it should leave you
with a clear understanding of what you need
to be prepared to deal with in an emergency.
Following are some questions that lead to the
development of your emergency response plan:

How much ammonia do you have?
This is critical in an emergency because you
need to know what to tell the emergency
responders. If you over estimate this number,
they may evacuate an area much larger than
needed. In a large facility with sophisticated
reactions to leak events, you usually want to
know how much ammonia can be isolated in
specific areas so that you can be confident you
have controlled the leak to a specific size.
Please see ‘Key’ on page 34
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Fig. 1: This shows ammonia
concentrations during an instantaneous
release of 6,000 lbs. of refrigerant with
levels of 35, 300 and 1,200 parts per
million (ppm).

closing highways for absolutely no reason.
This is why I think it is important to have
several options available during a leak and be
prepared to take different actions depending
on the severity of the situation. Figures 1,
2 and 3 show a comparison between three
scenarios, all of which involve a loss of
6,000 lb of ammonia. The highlighted areas
represent the different concentration levels of
25 ppm, 300 ppm and 1200 ppm.
The difference between each scenario is the
time that it takes to release the entire charge.
In the first, it is released instantaneously,
the second is over 10 minutes, and the third

Key elements to keep in mind
Continued from page 33

What are the offsite consequences
of a leak?
There are some fairly easy ways to do
dispersion analysis, but like all modelling
programs, garbage in equals garbage out. Your
emergency response plan should have well
done dispersion analyses based on realistic
leak scenarios.
If you have a small plant or a low charge,
you may want to include a scenario where all
your ammonia leaks almost instantaneously;
this may be realistic. For very large plants,
there are very few failure scenarios that would
cause an instantaneous or even very rapid
release of the entire charge. If you decide to
include a scenario like this in your emergency
response plan (which you probably should), it
must be absolutely clear that it is for extreme
catastrophic failures. Otherwise, you will find
yourself evacuating a neighbourhood and
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The best time
to figure this all
out is in the comfort of a
meeting room or office
and not outside at night, in
the freezing cold with news
cameras pointed at
your facility.
is over one hour. It is immediately obvious
that overrepresenting a possible leak scenario
could have very significant implications in the
emergency response. This is, of course, not
to say that minimizing or underestimating
a leak is appropriate either. This is why it
is important to have accurate information
available in an emergency.

What are you going to do about the leak?
Who is allowed to go into an area with
elevated ammonia concentrations? Can your
employees accompany the fire department
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or hazmat team? The fire department is not
likely going to actuate or manipulate valves
without very clear direction (often they will
refuse regardless). Does your contractor have
the appropriate procedures to enter?
Again, there are several options and
good and effective ways of dealing with this
question. The best time to figure this all out
is in the comfort of a meeting room or office
and not outside at night, in the freezing cold
with news cameras pointed at your facility.
You could easily end up losing the entire
refrigerant charge and evacuating a large area
because of a small leak that could have easily
been contained. It has happened several
times before.

Fig. 2: This is the same scenario, but the leak occurs over 10 minutes.

Who are you going to tell the reporters
to phone?
Seriously. You may need to deal with this
and having several people giving different
information to different news agencies can be
very unproductive and frustrating.
This is by no means a complete review
of emergency preparedness, but it should
give you a flavour of the thought and
consideration that should go into planning. I
hope this quick review also helped you gained
an understanding of how valuable it is to have
accurate information in an emergency.
I want to emphasize that while this whole
process may sound intimidating, it does
not have to be hard. It takes some up-front
work and some patience, but once you have
integrated an emergency plan into your
facility and practiced it thoroughly you will
be a lot more comfortable if you have the
misfortune of being involved in an incident.
Please note that this article is not intended
to provide comprehensive safety advice and
the author accepts no responsibility for any
decisions made on the basis of the information
provided. 
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Fig. 3: In this incident, the same 6,000 lb. leak takes place over more than an hour.
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Reﬁllable cylinders
available in Canada.

Make the Switch
to Solstice® N40

4PMTUJDF/ 3" PGGFSTMPXFSFOFSHZDPOTVNQUJPOUIBO3" 
BSFEVDUJPOJOHMPCBMXBSNJOHQPUFOUJBMBOEBMPXFSFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDU
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DPNQPOFOUNBOVGBDUVSFST BOEJTBOFBSESPQJOSFQMBDFNFOUGPS3" 
BMMPXJOHGPSFBTJFSJOTUBMMBUJPOTBOEDPOWFSTJPOT5BMLUPVTUPEBZUPGJOEPVUNPSF
-FBSONPSFBU)POFZXFMMSFGSJHFSBOUTDPN
Visit
https://hwll.co/Solstice-N40 or write to

luorineproducts.india@honeywell.com.

© 2018 Honeywell International. All Rights Reserved.

QRefrigeration
Expanded fluid cooler line
SPX Cooling Technologies announced the
expansion of its Marley DT Fluid Cooler line at
the recent AHR Expo in Atlanta. New models
include finned coils that expand thermal
performance and permit dry operation during
a broader range of ambient temperatures. They
can also reject heat without evaporating water
up to 20 degrees higher than with conventional coils,
re ducing water usage, water treatment and pump energy costs.
SPX Cooling Technologies www.spxcooling.com

Leak detection system
The new MVR-300 refrigerant leak detection system
from Bacharach is designed for occupied spaces.
Typical applications include monitoring for potential leaks from high-volume HVAC/R systems in
hotels, apartments, dormitories, hospitals, assisted
living facilities and office buildings. The MVR-300 identifies the affected
rooms and enables the HVAC system to isolate the leak. It is installed in
a standard two-gang electrical back box so that it sits flush to the wall.
Bacharach www.mybacharach.com

Ejector systems
Extended capacity
Johnson Controls has extended the
capacity range of its York YZ Magnetic
Bearing Centrifugal Chiller line. They
are now available with up to 1,350
tons of refrigeration. The chiller uses
an integral, variable speed drive and
advanced magnetic bearing technology that features a single
moving assembly suspended in a magnetic field that does not
require lubrication.
Johnson Controls www.johnsoncontrols.com

The new Multi Ejector range for carbon dioxide
refrigeration from Danfoss is designed for gas or
liquid. There are three configurations – the Multi
Ejector Low Pressure (LP), the Multi Ejector High Pressure (HP), and the
Liquid Ejector. The Low-Pressure ejector is designed for carbon dioxide
systems, the High-Pressure ejector is designed for parallel compression
systems, and the Liquid Ejector is designed for both. Multi Ejectors HP
and LP are available with four to six ejectors, while the Liquid Ejector has
one or two. All three are only available as a complete Multi Ejector solution
where the ejector is bundled with a Danfoss AK-PC 782A pack controller.
Danfoss www.danfoss.com

OFTEN Imitated,
NEVER Duplicated...
THERMOPAN
• Noo duct noise
Lightweight
• Light
htweight and easy to install
Excellent
• Excell
llent for open web trusses
• Four pre
recision header sizes available
precision
• Fire-Resis
istant or Ultra Fire-Resistant options
Fire-Resistant

www.THERMOPAN.com
The ORIGINAL Manufacturer of Thermopan
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ANY FLOOR,
ANY FLANGE.
THE BETTER SOLUTION FOR EVERY JOB

Our BETTER THAN WAX product
has all the beneﬁts of traditional wax
plus none of the extra hassle.
™

No Wax, No Mess
Can Be Repositioned
Can be Doubled Stacked
Plunging Won’t Cause Leaks

THERE IS A BETTER WAY!
XXX'MVJENBTUFSQSPDPN
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Using the right flux is critical. UA tradesmen taught visiting high school students how
to join copper at a Skills Ontario event a while back.

Using the wrong type of flux can cause serious risk
by Émilie Bédard, Michèle Prévost and Éric Gagnier

Solder Paste
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Flux used in potable copper piping
systems must be certified to ASTM B813.
Simply having NSF 61 approval is not
good enough.

Several months may elapse between the
commissioning of the plumbing system and the
start of occupancy in a new building. Research
from around the world shows that there is a
high risk of bacteria growing in water systems
during this period of prolonged stagnation.
As part of the technical commissioning
of a new building of about 13,000 sq. meters
(140,000 sq. ft.), many preventive measures
were put in place to prevent the deterioration
of water quality between the commissioning
of the plumbing network and the occupancy
of the building. Despite these measures,
including frequent purging of water systems,
the first water quality control test results
revealed a high rate of bacteria at different
points in the system. The zinc level was higher

at the points of use than at the water inlet.
This high level of zinc found in the water
samples made it possible to make the link
between the deterioration of the water quality
and the flux paste used to solder the copper
plumbing. Indeed, one of the components of
soldering flux is zinc chloride.
It has been determined that the abnormally
high presence of bacteria in the water is
associated with the use of petroleum-based
paste flux. This type of product does not
comply with Section 2.2.9.2. (3) of the of
the National Plumbing Code, which is the
basis for provincial codes. It specifies
that flux used in soldering copper water
systems must
Please see ‘Petroleum’ on page 40
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Petroleum fluxes resistant to flushing
Continued from page 39

conform to ASTM International Standard
B813, “Liquid and Paste Fluxes for Soldering
of Copper and Copper Alloy Tube.” This
standard does not permit fluxes containing
petroleum products to be used in the joining
of copper tube for potable water systems.

Resistant to flushing
Flushing out new copper piping systems is
a critical part of building commissioning.
Research in the U.S. highlighted the
importance of not using petroleum-based
flux to avoid significant water quality issues
that may persist in the water systems.
These products are particularly resistant to
flushing with water, resulting in accelerated
corrosion of copper pipes and a significant
bacterial growth in pipes.
This causes copper concentrations in water
above prescribed standards (1 mg/L) and
bacterial contamination values up to 10,000
times higher than what is normally observed

in the water system of a large building.
In fact, the presence of ammonia chloride
in some fluxes led to an increase in the
concentration of ammonia, an element that
promotes the growth of nitrifying bacteria in
the water and on the pipe wall.
In addition, the hydrophobic (water
resistant) nature of the petroleum-based flux
makes this type of solder paste very difficult
to remove by flushing with cold water, even at
high flow rate (≥ 0.91 m/s or 3 ft/sec).
Prolonged and repeated flushing with hot
water (≥ 60 °C) is necessary to dissolve the
residues and dislodge them from the walls of
the pipes. However, even these tactics with
hot water do not guarantee the complete
removal of residues, especially if the system
has been stagnant for more than a week.
Residues can accumulate in bends, gaps,
mixing valves, shower heads and system vents.
Flux residues also interfere with chlorine
disinfection, rapidly lowering residual
chlorine levels and making disinfection of the
system ineffective.

Fouled shower head = biofilm
• Legionella - lung infections
• Mycobacteria - lung infections and lymphatic glands

Piping
• Reduced

chlorine available for disinfection
and coloring of the water
• Accelerated corrosion
• Leaching of copper - risks of exceeding standards
• Odor

Thermostatic valve
• Accumulation in the mechanism
- Altered function of the activator
Risk of scalding (burns)
• Biofilm and opportunistic bacteria
- Legionella - pulmonary infections
- Pseudomonas - skin infections,
blood, and lung
•

Aerator clogged = biofilm
bacteria
- Legionella - pulmonary infections
- Pseudomonas - skin infections,
blood, and lung

• Opportunistic

•
•

Fig. 1: The consequences of using a petroleum-based flux in a copper plumbing
system can be severe.
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Émilie Bédard is a
research associate and
project leader for the
NSERC Industrial Chair
in Drinking Water at
Polytechnique Montréal.
Her research focuses on reducing the risk
of water-related infection in health care
settings.
Michèle Prévost
is a full professor at
Polytechnique Montréal
and holds the NSERC
Industrial Chair in
Drinking Water Treatment.
She is an authority on the
detection and fate of pathogens and indicators
in biofilms established in the water systems
of large buildings and an expert on drinking
water treatment.

Cold water

Hot water
Mixing Valve
• Accumulation in the mechanism
- Altered function of the activator
Risk of scalding (burns)
Water mixtures in cold water networks
Warm temperature in the network = increased bacteria
•

For components of the water supply
system, accelerated corrosion, fouling of
aerators, showerheads, valve actuators and
thermostatic mixers are consequences of the
use of a petroleum-based product (See Fig. 1).
It is important to use a certified ASTM
B813 flux to prevent corrosion and ensure the
proper operation of the actuators, and also to
limit the proliferation of bacteria and metal
drops in plumbing installations.
It is also essential not to use too much
flux, reducing the surplus that will have to be
flushed out. Indeed, even if the correct flux is
used in the right amount, debris and excess
flux must still be flushed out of the plumbing
system prior to use. 

Éric Gagnier is a
technical advisor in
plumbing at the Régie du
bâtiment du Québec (RBQ).
He had over 15 years of
experience in plumbing
inspection for the RBQ before becoming a
plumbing technical advisor in 2005.
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QPipes, Valves & Fittings
Lead-free PEX fittings

New wrot
copper fittings

Webstone, a brand of Nibco, has announced
over 45 new lead-free PEX fittings. The
F1960 PEX ball valves are now available
with larger 1-1/4 to two-inch ends or with
Press-x PEX couplings and elbows. The company also
launched 1-1/4 to two-inch Press-x PEX Pro-Pal ball
drains and ball valves (in both F1960 and F1807).
Webstone www.webstonevalves.com

Tepid water solution
ThermOmega Tech has released a new solution
to the challenge of supplying consistently tepid
water on demand for safety showers. The ThermO-Mix station uses a facility’s existing steam
and water supply to instantaneously deliver
tepid water to emergency safety showers and
eyewash stations. When an emergency shower or
eyewash station is activated, the pressure drop on a
diaphragm establishes flow and opens a steam control valve which the station uses to heat the cold water
via a heat exchanger.
ThermOmega Tech www.ThermOmegaTech.com

Nibco has filled out its line of
press-contact wrot copper fittings with the addition of 10 new
fittings in a variety of configurations. The PC611 press tee line
additions comprise nine new configurations. Nibco has also added the
PC612 – a ¾” press x press x females thread fitting in wrot copper –
which is suitable for potable water, hot or chilled HVAC and process
applications. The fittings may also be installed underground. The Nibco
leak detection system identifies uncrimped connections during testing.
When properly crimped, a unique “N” witness mark is clearly visible.
Nibco www.nibco.com

Stainless backflow preventers
Mifab has added the Barracuda 20, double
Check Valve (FDC) and Barracuda 40,
Reduced Pressure Valve (FRP), to its
line of BEECO backflow products. These
stainless-steel backflow preventers are available in sizes ranging from
2-1/2” to eight inches.
Mifab Inc. www.mifab.com

Cast-In-Place Firestop Sleeving System
• Telescoping Sleeves, Yes!

• Easy to Stock, Yes!

Eliminate the need to cut sleeves on the jobsite

Available at a distributor near you

• UL Listed Firestop Device, Yes!

• Locator Whiskers, Yes!
Locate buried sleeves after concrete pour

Meets and exceeds building code requirements

• Made in the USA, Yes!

• Faster Install, Yes!
Up to 6 times faster to install than makeshift methods

Watch the video!
www.HoldRite.com/firestop-systems
INTERNATIONAL FIRESTOP COUNCIL

www.HoldRite.com
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Q Training

change

Adapting
to
New equipment, practices
incorporated into
Toronto high school
plumbing program
By Leah Den Hartogh
It has been a decade since one of our writers
has visited a plumbing program at Central
Technology High School in downtown
Toronto. There have been many changes.
Currently, the school has two dedicated shops
for residential and commercial plumbing.
Both shops have undergone numerous
improvements to make sure students will
learn on equipment similar to what they
would encounter in the field. The quality
of
the
equipment
has
improved
substantially too.
Back in 2008, teacher Robert Schrader
would find old toilets and other products on
the side of the street for his students to work
on. Today, he still does roam the streets to
find discarded plumbing products, but this
isn’t the only way his students get parts to
work with. Today, a number of manufacturers
and distributors donate toilets, water heaters,
tools, pipe, etc. to the program so that they
students can have proper equipment to
practice and learn on. Moen, American
Standard, Dahl Bros. and NEXT Supply were
a few of the companies that were mentioned
to donate products. “My budget isn’t growing.
It’s getting less and less and less, so the
donations really help,” said Schrader.

By the time Central Tech students graduate, they know enough plumbing to go
straight to work in the field.

Please see ‘Apprenticeship’ on page 44
March 2019 – Plumbing & HVAC
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Students learn to plumb an entire bathroom in the residential shop.

Instructor Robert Schrader helps student
Joshua Yumbla on an assignment.

Apprenticeship ratio reduction
expected to help grads get jobs

“The interest into all the programs in the
trades are not what they used to be,” he said,
noting that school enrolment numbers across
the board have been decreasing over the past
few years, which may also have an impact on
the number of applicants.

Continued from page 43

How the program works
Central Tech offers two plumbing programs:
the Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program
(OYAP) and the Special High School Major
(SHSM).
Students take the SHSM program in
Grades 11 and 12 with Schrader’s coinstructor/teacher Peter Mandros. They take
the plumbing program for two semesters and
work on their high school credits – math and
English – during the others.
The OYAP program is a one-year program
available to anyone under the age of 21 at
no cost. It is similar to a pre-apprenticeship
program. Before graduation, all students will
receive WHIMIS (safety), fall protection, and
first-aid training.
A big part of the program is the co-op
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placements with area contractors. Students
are in high demand. Schrader proudly
showed an entire drawer which was
dedicated to companies that have reached
out to him to get their students during
their co-op. “They are all like second-year
apprentices when they go out on their coops,” he said.

Applications down
The program has seen a bit of a dip in the
number of applicants since 2008. Back then,
there were upwards of 40 applicants which
had to apply and then interview for a spot
in the program. Now, there are just enough
applicants to fill the program. Last year,
Schrader received 19 applicants, most of which
learned about the program through word-ofmouth from family members or friends that
had been in the program themselves

A big part of the
program is the
co-op placements
with area contractors.
Even though students were in such a
high demand during their co-op placement,
after graduation some of them had difficulty
finding jobs. Schrader welcomes the Ontario
government’s plan to change apprenticeship
ratios to one journeyman to each apprentice,
down from the previously required three to
one ratio. “The ratio changes help students.
They weren’t getting hired after graduation
because of the ratio and now they have a
better chance.”

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Today, many of the companies that take
Central Tech students in co-op placements
or hire graduates are owned by previous
participants in the program. “They want to
give back to the program and students,” said
Schrader. A group picture on the wall tells the
story – a company photo of an alumnus with
apprentices and co-op students that now work
for his company at various levels.

Lessons learned
While in the OYAP and SHSM program,
students will gain experience in copper pipe
installations including kitchen and fourpiece bath, sizing of potable water and drain
installations, and steel pipe measuring,
cutting and threading. These topics have been
taught in the program for years.
Today, there is also a focus on newer
plu mbing proj e c t s i n clu d i ng g re e n
plumbing projects, dual flush toilets, grey
water systems, and geothermal systems.
Students must also demonstrate the

ability to accurately quote jobs and create
invoices. At the end, they will hand in a
bill and compare it to the initial quote.
This exercise teaches the students valuable
“accountability” qualities which will help
them in the real world, said Schrader.
As a way to show the students what
mistakes could cost them, Schrader will
pull up a menu from The Keg restaurant to
illustrate what a nice meal they could have
had if they didn’t forget to add a faucet on the
invoice, for example.
These skills that they learn from class are
applied to real-life scenarios each year at the
Ontario Skills Competition. At last year’s
competition, one student earned a gold
and another a silver. Central Tech has been
competing in the competition for 13 years,
and during that time have taken home 11 gold
and two silvers.
“I think a lot of people underestimate the
skill sets that high school students have,” said
Schrader. 

Students Matteo Florindi and Gianmarco
Delmedico install piping as part of a
residential shop assignment.

ADD STYLE
TO YOUR

KITCHEN
____
with the new Mythic
2-jet spray kitchen faucet
available in 3 different ﬁnishes:
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Stainless
Steel

Black
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Heavy duty jetter
The JM-2512 Typhoon water jet drain
cleaning machine from General Pipe
Cleaners delivers 12 gpm at 2,500 psi
to blast clogs from four-inch
to 12-inch lines up to 400 feet
long. A 200-gallon holding tank
aids operation in remote areas with limited water. Standard equipment
includes rugged radial tires, leaf-spring suspension, electric brakes,
and fold-down stabilizer jacks. It also comes with a two-hose reel that
offers plenty of reach.
General Pipe Cleaners www.drainbrain.com/jets

Cordless vacuum pump
The NP2DLM Cordless Vacuum Pump from
Navac is a compact, lightweight unit suitable
for small HVAC systems such as ductless
split systems, PTACs, and other domestic
refrigeration appliances. It uses a dual-stage
rotary vane pump that allows it to reach a
vacuum level of 23 microns. Its lithium-ion
battery can operate continuously up to one hour.
Navac www.navacglobal.com

“Your Trusted Source For Pumps”

Top Quality, Best Warranty
anty
and Lower Cost = Best Value Pump
• 1.5 million square foot state of the art factory
• Canadian warehouse ensures quick delivery!

Utility, Sump, Sewage, and Well pumps!
160 Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 4, Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4A9
Ph: (905) 532-0082 Email: sales@hena.ca

British Columbia and Alberta:
Lowe Mechanical Sales Inc.
1-403-770-9322
www.LoweSales.com

Northern Ontario/Northern Quebec:
Integrity Sales
Ph.: 249-358-0870
Email: sean@integritysales.ca

Saskatchewan & Manitoba:
District Sales Company West
Ph.: 306-209-3938
Email: sales@districsales.ca

Quebec/New Brunswick:
Hydronitech Inc.
Ph.: 514-979-3148
Email: farid.bahiou@hydronitech.ca

www.acquaerpumps.com
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Easier press crimping
Milwaukee Tool has released the newest
addition to its Force Logic press tool line.
The two-and-a-half inch to four-inch
IPS XL ring kit fits directly into M18
Force Logic Long Throw press tools and gives them the ability to press
Viega MegaPress XL fittings without the use of tool extensions. Its inline design and 180-degree rotating head can access tight spaces for
navigating around installed pipes.
Milwaukee www.milwaukeetool.ca

Compact impact driver
In June DeWalt will add the XR half-inch
impact wrench to its growing 20V Max tool
line. It features the company’s Tool Connect
system which allows for tool control through
its Precision Wrench and Precision Tap control
features. Maximum torque is 330 foot-pounds in forward and 600 in
reverse. It is only 6.95 inches in length and 3.48 pounds and available
in hog ring and detent pin configurations.
DeWalt www.dewalt.com

Ridgid photo/video contest announced
Ridgid is inviting trades
people to send in photos or
videos of themselves using
the company’s tools for The
Ridgid Experience contest,
which is back for its third
consecutive year.
Six winners will be
selected for an all-expenses
Ridgid is looking for photos
paid trip from July 31
and videos of people using the
until Aug. 2 to the Ridgid
company’s tools.
headquarters in Elyria,
Ohio.
The prize package will include a VIP headquarters tour, a custom
Ridgid pipe wrench, photoshoot for upcoming ad campaign, share
insights and get one-on-one time with product, engineering, research
and development managers, box seats to see the Cleveland Indians,
and a fishing excursion on Lake Erie.
Those interested are invited to go to Ridgid’s Facebook page for
details – and to fill out an entry form and upload their photo or video.
“The response from Ridgid fans wanting to participate in the Ridgid
Experience has been overwhelming in the last couple of years and we’re
thrilled to continue this great tradition,” said Rigid’s Beck Brotherton.
“Being able to celebrate our most loyal fans and their role in the trades
is an incredible experience for us and we can’t wait to welcome this
year’s winners to our world headquarters.”
More information is also available at www.ridgid.com.
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Q People & Places
The

Long-time Moen Canada
leader retires

Mike Dennis

Mike Dennis, president of
the Canadian and Latin
American subsidiaries for
Fortune Brands Global
Plumbing Group (GPG),
which includes Moen
Canada, retired March
1. He joined Moen 28
years ago.“Mike has made
numerous contributions

in his time with the company,” said Nicholas
Fin, Fortune Brands president. “His
knowledge of the industry and passion for his
people and the business are second to none.”
Dennis was actively involved in the wider
plumbing industry throughout his career. He is
a past chairman of the Canadian Institute of
Plumbing & Heating (CIPH) and the
Plumbing Industry Advisory Council (PIAC).

time consulting,
managing investments,
and most importantly to
Dennis – travelling and
spending time with his
family.
Mov i ng for ward,
Cheri Phyfer
Future Brands is restructuring its plumbing
business. Cheri Phyfer, president of Moen
U.S., is taking on the expanded role as president of the GPG Americas. Her role will cover
Moen U.S., and both the Moen and House of
Rohl businesses in Canada and Latin America.
Peter Fealy, current vice president and
general manager of Moen Canada, has been
promoted to vice president and general
manager of the GPG Canada, where he
will oversee both Moen and House of Rohl
businesses in Canada.

People

The Canadian Institute of Plumbing
and Heating presented two Lifetime Service
Awards at the Jan. 30 meeting of the group’s
Ontario Region. Above, Wolseley’s Larry
Kramp, centre, receives his award from
Bradford White’s Paul McDonald, left,
and Emco’s Tom Newell. Below, Dominic
Primucci of Mirolin Industries Corp.,
centre, receives his award.

His plans after retirement include spending

The

Master Group awarded York
distribution rights in West
The Master Group, Boucherville, Que., has
been awarded distribution rights throughout
western Canada for York residential and
commercial
HVAC products. Currently,
Master Group has exclusive
authorized
distributor rights for the York residential and
commercial rooftop product line in Ontario,
Quebec, and Atlantic Canada.
On May 13, Master will become a nonexclusive distributor of ducted system products
for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and B.C.
This multi-year contractual commitment does
not include industrial products.
“Given the success they have had with the
York brand in eastern Canada and the high level
of training and service that they provide

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

for dealers, we are confident that they are
the best company to grow the York brand in
the Canadian market,” said Neil McDougall,
vice president of ducted systems at Johnson
Controls, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Over the past year, the Master Group has
invested heavily in Western Canada. It acquired
the Davies Supplies Group with locations in
Saskatoon, Calgary, and Lethbridge, Alta.
Master also added a branch in Winnipeg, a
distribution centre and training facility in
Calgary, and a new distribution centre in
Burnaby, B.C. New B.C. locations are planned
for Burnaby, Langley, Victoria, Nanaimo, and
Kelowna, along with new Alberta branches in
Calgary and Edmonton.

Companies
Brown and Caldwell, Vancouver, B.C.,
have opened a new, permanent office in the
Metro Vancouver area. The new office will be
located in Burnaby and aims to better serve
clients in the region’s municipal and private
water and wastewater sector.
Noritz Corp., Kobe, Japan has acquired
PB Heat, Bally, Pennsylvania and its Peerless
brand of boilers and water heaters. No changes
are planned for either PB Heat or Noritz
America Corp., Fountain Valley, Calif.
North American Pipe Corporation,
Houston, Texas, and Royal Pipe and
Fittings, Woodbridge, Ont., will now be
known under a new single brand – NAPCO.
Saniﬂo Canada, Cambridge, Ont., is introducing a new business unit after the parent
company’s acquisition of Zehnder Pumpen
GmbH – a German manufacturer of pump
technology for industry, home and garden.
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Q People & Places

HVAC manufacturer celebrates 100 years
Nortek Global is celebrating its 100year anniversary in 2019. Celebrations
began at the 2019 AHR Expo Jan. 14 in
Atlanta and will continue through the year.
Originally founded as the International
Oil Heating Co. in 1919, the company built
its business manufacturing coal-to-oil
conversion furnace burners. The innovative
oil burners helped reduce coal-burning
air pollution in its St. Louis, Missouri
hometown, then considered the dirtiest city
in the Mississippi Valley. Later, the company
launched even cleaner gas-fired burner
conversions.
In 1933, the company designed, built and
installed its first heater for mobile homes and
quickly became a leader in manufactured
housing HVAC, in which it is still active today.
The company innovated dozens of “firsts”
throughout the subsequent decades, such as
the first fully-automatic mobile home furnace,
first sealed combustion oil furnace for mobile
homes, and the first electric hot water selfcontained baseboard heaters.
In 1987 the company was renamed Nordyne.
Around this time, it was able to take its years of
manufactured housing HVAC experience and
apply it to the residential market. It continued
to introduce innovations including SmartLite

In 1931, Nortek employees gathered for a photo outside the company’s St. Louis plant.
technology, which extended igniter life,
inverter technology with the iQ Drive line and,
in 2014, the RH8E residential condensing gas/
electric packaged system.
In 2015, Nordyne became Nortek Global

British refrigerant company
sets up Canadian operation
A British-based refrigerant manufacturer
is setting up a Canadian operation and has
appointed a prominent industry leader to run it.
A-Gas, Bristol, U.K., will establish is
Canadian head office in Toronto and has
appointed Jim Flowers,
formerly with Linde Gas and
a chairman of the Heating,
Ref rigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of
Canada (HRAI), as business
director.
Jim Flowers
Currently in the United
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States, United Kingdom, Europe, Asia and
South Africa, the refrigerant management
company plans to break its way into the
Canadian market.
“A-Gas recognizes Canada as a country
where we can leverage our skills and expertise
from around the globe to develop innovative
and sustainable market solutions,” said Louise
McCann, who has worked for A-Gas for 14
years. “It is our intention to become a largescale, long-term market participant and we
are committed to furthering our investment
directly in Canada to enable this. A-Gas

HVAC. The company credits much of its
success to its partnership with independent
contractors and distributors. For more
information, please visit www.nortekhvac.
com.

already has some strong relationships within
Canada, having participated in the reclaim
R22 market for several years.”

It is our intention
to become a largescale, long-term
market participant.
“The recent implementation of the HRC
allowance system in Canada will bring new
challenges and opportunities in the Canadian
market for real change. I am excited about the
opportunity with A-Gas to make instrumental
changes to support this developing market,”
said Flowers.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

In Memoriam
Auschwitz death camp in the Second World
War. In George’s case, he believed that he
survived due to his perseverance and a little
bit of luck. He was liberated from the Death
March in January of 1945 and returned home
to find out that he was the sole survivor of his
family. George felt that he should not dwell
on the past and chose to make a new life in
Canada honouring the legacy of his parents.
Three years later, he met a fellow survivor,
Joe Seidner, at a Toronto wholesaler and
together they founded Brady & Seidner. As
he established the business, George began a
busy family life with his first wife Carol and
their three boys, Douglas, Paul and David. At
54, George expanded the family by marrying
a second time and together with Teresa had a
daughter, Lara Hana.
George was a member of the Order of
Ontario, and received the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee medal, keys to Prague and Nove Mesto
(his home town), the highest German civilian
Order of Merit: the “Verdienstkreuz am
Bande”, the Czech House of Commons award,
and various other recognitions. In George’s
honour, and to continue the important cause
he believed in, the family asks his friends
to please consider a donation to the Tokyo
Holocaust Education Centre.

George Brady
Feb. 9, 1928 – Jan. 11, 2019
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Noble Corp. regional manager Terry Barrett
died suddenly on Feb. 20, surrounded by
friends and family.
Terry worked for a period of time at Ideal
Plumbing Supply, before becoming one of the
original members of Trade Plumbing Supply.
He began his work with Trade at its downtown
Toronto location on Albany Road.
In 1998, Trade Plumbing merged with
Noble to form Noble Trade, in which Terry
maintained an ownership position. Terry
remained an instrumental member of the
Noble leadership team throughout the Rona
acquisition in 2007 and the Talisker Plumbing
Co. acquisition in 2013.
In his role as regional manager for NorthEastern Ontario, he was responsible for the
successful operation of 10 locations stretching
from Gravenhurst in the north to Ottawa in
the east.
“His loyalty to Noble and its employees was
unsurpassed. With his humble nature, love
for life and terrific sense of humour, he was
determined to ensure Noble stayed focused
on servicing our customers, investing in our
people and maintaining the strength in our
NOBLE name,” said Noble general manager
Jim Anderson.
Terry was a devoted husband to Brenda
and proud father to Emily, Zachary and
Alexander. He enjoyed spending time with
his family at their cottage, playing hockey
and cheering on his beloved Toronto Maple
Leafs.
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Terry Barrett
June 29, 1963 – Feb. 20, 2019

Long-time Toronto mechanical contractor
George Brady died painlessly at home on
Jan. 11. George survived the horrors of the
Holocaust and losing his entire family, to
restarting a new life in Canada. Blessed with
four children (or as he would say, three kids
and a girl) he pursued life with great vigour.
He was world renowned for his tenacity
and generosity. He helped hundreds of new
Canadians find jobs, homes, and pursue their
dreams. George lived larger than life, from
using dynamite to blast rocks at the cottage
to igniting Czech democratic protests in 2016.
George’s early years are well known through
the story of Hana’s Suitcase, which follows
George and his sister Hana’s journey from
their Czech home to Terezin and finally to the
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Find industry related
training near you!
Trainingtrades.ca is a new website developed by Plumbing & HVAC that is designed to promote your training opportunities to mechanical contractors, free of charge! There are two sections: Find Training lists the actual courses
that are offered and Learn Something is a library of training videos. Every section is searchable by keyword or
industry category. Geolocation is also enabled so people can easily find training near them. It’s easy to get started!

Step 1
Log on and
build your profile.

Step 2

Look for training that
interests you and register
for any desired courses.

Step 3

View and search for any type
of training video in our
Learn Something library.

We will be building the training course and video posts over the next few months. We will start promoting it to
contractors this summer through Plumbing & HVAC print and digital properties. It’s all free of charge! It’s part
of Plumbing & HVAC’s goal to help build your business and make this industry better! Please let us know if you
have any questions or have any suggestions to make the site even better!
powered by:

Call Mark at (416) 996-1031
or email Mark@plumbingandhvac.ca.

4

QShop Management

T

here are four key outcomes that will
make you a successful contractor.
These four key outcomes will
differentiate you from the competition in the
eyes of:
• Your customers
• Your employees
• Your sub-trades
• Your suppliers
And as a result, you will keep your banker
very happy. And by focusing on these four key
outcomes you will:
• Delight your customers
• Empower your employees
• Keep your sub trades on track
• Improve your supplier relationships (thus
reducing your costs).

The right message
Most of the contractor websites that I review
have one thing in common. They tell me
all about the business. How great they are,
how long they have been in operation, how
good their people are. They are professional,
responsive, knowledgeable, caring, etc.
After reading these websites I can’t see any
significant difference between them. Did the

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

KEYS TO
SUCCESS
Get these ducks in a row and stay
ahead of your competitors
By Ron Coleman
same person write all of them? Did they all
use the same template?
Which of the following statements would
be most likely to encourage you to use my
services?

As a contractor
what can you do
for me? I really don’t care if
you have been in business
one year or 30 years.
“I am an accountant with 30 years
experience working with HVAC contractors.”
Or
“I have helped hundreds of HVAC
contractors, just like you, increase their
profits by over 50 percent. Let me to help you
achieve this increase for your business?”
You don’t care about me; you only care
about what I can do for you. And your needs
must be the focus of our communication. So,

as a contractor, what can you do for me? I
really don’t care if you have been in business
one year or 30 years.
Let’s see how this impacts your relationship
with your customers.
If you were to do a survey of your customers
what would they say most frustrates them?
Let me save you the bother of doing the
survey. Here are the results, and common
sense will provide the answers:

Pricing:
We often price our work low in order to get
the work or to “get our foot in the door.”
When we do this, we need to skimp on service
or charge extra to make a profit. If we don’t
make a profit, we go broke.
I have done customer focus groups for
residential HVAC contractors and asked the
question:
“It’s the middle of winter and you have no
heat. Rank the following three outcomes in
order of priority:”
1. How quickly can you deal with my problem?
2. How good a job will you do?
Please see ‘Meeting’ on page 52
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QShop Management

Meeting the customer’s expectations
Continued from page 51

3. What price will you charge me?
It should not be a surprise that price always
comes third.

Schedules:
Staying on schedule is very difficult. Often
jobs start late but the completion deadline
does not change. As a result, we finish late and
have an unhappy client. Often late completion
can cost the customer lost production.

Quality:
When our prices are low or when the schedule
is tight, we may skimp on the standard of
work. This is another sign that we won’t be
getting repeat business.

Repeat business:
Your customer wants to use the same provider
as often as possible. This gives them a level of
comfort and gives you the right
to charge a fair price for your
work. By building on avoiding
these frustrations for the customer we
can solidify strong relationships with
customers who will pay for the value
we bring.

30-second video clip on your smartphone and
on your website or it can be a detailed letter/email from a customer or engineer or architect
who can attest to this.
Make sure that any price changes are as
a result of change in scope of work and that
the quote for those changes are added to the
budget price. Make sure your customers are
aware of how painful it is to them when a
project overruns their budget. You may need
to take the lifetime value of the project into
account as it is not only capital costs that
should be considered, but also operating
costs.

On-time:
If the start schedule changes, insist on
getting an extension of time. Also, for all
changes, get an extension of time. Again,
follow the testimonial advice in the previous
paragraph. Projects that are delayed can have
a very detrimental impact on your customer.
Imagine a hotel closed for renovations, or a
new build and they have taken bookings for
the expected opening date only to find they
cannot get occupancy on time. How often
do you see new condo developments being
delayed? Have you ever seen one completed
on the expected date?

The right approach

To Standard:

Here is the approach to take:

Your customer is expecting a certain standard
and is entitled to it. Shoddy workmanship
will lose you any chance of getting repeat
work from that client and you will spend a
lot of money rectifying your errors. Don’t
ever try to cover up shoddy workmanship or
undersized equipment.

On-budget:
Set a price with the customer
and show them that it is
realistic. Have testimonials
from past customers that
prove this. These testimonials
can be as simple as a
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In the above I have talked about the relationship
with your customer, but at the beginning of this
article I also mentioned employees, sub-trades
and suppliers. So, let’s see how these four key
outcomes can impact each of these other three
key components of your business.
Imagine using these four key outcomes
as the basis for performance evaluations of
all your employees. By setting standards for
each employee for each key outcome, both
you and each employee can monitor their
performance.
This is the basis for ‘Measure, Monitor,
Manage’. These four outcomes should be the
foundation of your relationship with all your
employees. Your employees should be coming
to you showing how they are meeting and
maybe exceeding their benchmarks. The only
downside is that they will realise how valuable
they are to your business and you may have to
increase their remuneration, but wait, you are
making more money so you can afford it!
Your sub-trades:
This is a no brainer. If they don’t buy into
the process you can’t afford to use them
because if they fail, you fail.
Your suppliers:
The key to implementing this with your
suppliers is to give them sufficient lead time.
For most items, apart from specialty items,
this means giving them three days notice of
what materials you want. This will improve
your fill rate significantly.
Benchmark their performance on these
four outcomes and you will get better pricing
and more accurate supply, thus saving
you money. 

Goodwill:
The customer is getting comfort from using
providers that he has used before. You also
get comfort in knowing how you will get
on with the customer. By achieving the first
three outcomes your likelihood of getting
a repeat customer goes way up. Fail on any
of the previous three outcomes and you will
automatically fail on this one.
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It’s not just the customer

Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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Canada’s largest plumbing, HVACR, hydronics,
electrical and lighting expo

řAttend
free seminars,
many of which will offer
continuing education
credits

řSee more than
400 exhibitors
and thousands of products
řVisit the

New Product
Showcase
to see innovative energy and
water efficient products
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QComing Events

Montreal trade show, geothermal
and low carbon events planned
As winter turns to spring and the construction
industry ramps up, it’s a busy time of year for
the industry. It’s also tradeshow season.
In Quebec, MCEE will return to Place
Bonaventure in Montreal April 24-25. Over
400 exhibitors are expected. They will display
a full range of new products including heating,
refrigeration, air conditioning, plumbing,
hydronic heating, tools, software, trucks and
accessories, backflow, and electrical.

Several government
announcements are
expected, along with updates
on positive industry
developments
There will be 22 free seminars over the
two-day show covering topics in plumbing,
hydronics, HVAC/R, electrical and lighting.
All will be presented in French.
Many exhibitors will enter their latest
innovations in the New Product Showcase
competition, which will be judged by a panel
of experts.
All visitors will receive ballots for the four
MCEE door prize draws. Two iPad Pros
and two Bose Home Speaker 500s will be
awarded. More than 6,000 industry visitors

are expected to attend.
Visitor registration is free until April 23.
Show hours are April 24 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and April 25 from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Please
visit www.mcee.ca for more information.

Ontario geothermal conference The
Ontario Geothermal Association will host its
annual conference at the Hilton Mississauga
Hotel in Mississauga, Ont. April 3-4.
Several government announcements are
expected, along with updates on positive
industry developments, innovative funding
models, new technologies and interesting
projects.
A number of expert speakers will give
presentations and there will be a technology fair.
Geoff Cape, CEO of Evergreen and chair of
the Future Cities project will give the keynote
address. This will include an update on
promising partnerships and projects that are
making geothermal heating and cooling a key
ingredient, as Ontario and North America
work towards a low-carbon future.
Registration is open to anyone
interested in the geothermal industry.
For more information, please visit www.
ontariogeothermal.ca.

HRAI Symposium
This year’s HRAI Symposium will take place
April 23 at the Joyce Centre at Mohawk
College, 135 Fennell Avenue W., Hamilton,

Ont. The theme is how Canada’s planned
transition to a low-carbon economy presents
a significant opportunity for the HVAC/R
industry and an enormous challenge.
Former Toronto mayor David Miller,
now North American director of the C40
Cities Climate Leadership Group, is the
keynote speaker and will review some of the
challenges and solutions for cities. Senior
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) staff will
talk about “the Pan-Canadian framework and
the space heating road mapping exercise.”
The event also includes a tour of the
host building, which was awarded the 2018
Environmental Sustainability Award.
For more information, please visit www.
hrai.com or email Caroline Czajko at
cczajko@hrai.ca.

Events

Calendar
MARCH 25-28:
Canadian Construction Association
Annual Conference,
Fairmont Southhampton Hotel,
Southhampton, Bermuda. Please call
613-236-9455 or visit www.cca-acc.com.

APRIL 3-4:
Ontario Geothermal Association
Annual Conference,
Hilton Mississauga/Meadowvale Hotel,
Mississauga, Ont. Please visit www.
ontariogeothermal.ca or call
1-800-267-2231.
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HRAI 2019 Symposium –A Low Carbon
Economy,
Joyce Centre, Mohawk College, Hamilton,
Ont. For more information, contact
Caroline Czajko at HRAI, e-mail cczajko@
hrai.ca.

APRIL 24-25, 2019:
MCEE 2019,
Place Bonaventure, Montreal. For more
information, visit www.mcee.ca or call
Elizabeth McCullough at 1-800-639-2474
or e-mail e.mccullough@ciph.com.
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

PROFIT

FROM A NEW

CONNECTION.
AquaRise®
Potable
Water Piping
Systems

The cost-effective, time-saving
alternative to metal systems.
AquaRise®, a nonmetallic potable water distribution system for
commercial and high building construction. Based on over 15 years’
experience designing and manufacturing industry-leading CPVC
systems, AquaRise offers numerous benefits over metal with a system
that’s fully-approved for noncombustible applications.

Add AquaRise® to your toolbox and
stay current with these proven
advantages on your next project.

Visit Today!

A SOLID ALTERNATIVE TO METAL
BETTER LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
FULLY-CERTIFIED COMPLIANCE
FULL FLAME & SMOKE LISTINGS
PERMANENT JOINING SYSTEM
PROJECT SAVINGS

Learn more about thermoplastic potable water piping
systems, review system design, installation and
solvent welding steps, watch the product videos or
schedule your lunch and learn.
All you need to get started!

ipexaquarise.com
AquaRise® Potable Water Piping Systems
1-866-473-9462

AquaRise® and the colour of the AquaRise® pipes and fittings are registered trademarks. Distributed in Canada by IPEX Inc., Mississauga, Ontario.

RIDGID SEESNAKE NOW
POWERED BY TRUSENSE™
®

Delivers a greater ratio of
bright and dark areas in
the image at the same
time so you can see better

©2019, RIDGID, Inc. The RIDGID logo is a registered trademark of RIDGID, Inc. in
the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.

®

Measures the camera’s angle giving
you data on the pitch of the pipe

WITHOUT TRUSENSE

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILS
RIDGID SeeSnake cameras powered by
technology deliver unmatched in-pipe image clarity and camera
position detail. The industry’s ﬁrst data-enabled cameras with
advanced sensors enhance image quality and functionality where
it matters most – in pipe. Only RIDGID has it.
Available in the Standard and Mini Reel

See for yourself at RIDGID.COM/TRUSENSE

